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uilding a disaster preparedness kit
will ensure your family is well
protected when disaster strikes,
whether you are left without power for
a few days or find that you have
to evacuate suddenly. While
some parts of a disaster prep kit
are easy to remember, such as
food and medicine, others are
less so. One of the things that
many people forget about is the
important documents they need
in the event of an evacuation.
This list will help you prepare for
the next disaster with the right
documents.

in the future.
Adoption papers – If you have
adopted a child, these are important to
prove that the child is part of your

Financial

Family Documents: Do you have family.
all of the documents your family will
need should you need to set up
residence
somewhere
else
temporarily? If the problems at home
get bad enough, or your house is
destroyed, will you have all of the
necessary documents?
Here are
some you will want to have:
Birth certificates – Copies are fine,
but have your birth certificates in the
disaster preparedness kit to ensure
you can prove who you are and where
you are a citizen.
Marriage and divorce papers – These
prove the marital status of the head of
the household, and could be important

finding each other if you are separated.
Pet microchip numbers – If you have
pets that are microchipped, keep a
copy of the microchip tag number.

Social Security cards – Getting a new
copy of your Social Security card takes
time and may not be simple if your
area is devastated in a natural
disaster, so keep copies of the cards
for all members of your household.
Passports and driver’s license – If
anyone in your family has a passport
make a copy of it. Also, copy all
driver’s licenses. These will provide a
starting point for replacing these
important forms of identification if they
are lost in a tragedy.
Photographs of family and pets –
Keep a recent photograph of all family
members and pets so you can get help
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Documents:

From the numbers of your credit
cards and bank accounts to the
contact information of your bank
and investment professional,
you are going to need some
financial documents
handy as you prepare for a
disaster. If you flee your home
with just what you can carry,
make sure these financial
documents are in the mix.
Tax information – Make a copy of the
last year’s tax returns, so you can
prove your income should you need to.
Also, make a copy of your personal
and business property tax statements.
Should you need to get a new loan or
apply for assistance based on your
income during your recovery period,
you will need this information.
Financial account numbers – Have
copies of statements from all bank or
credit union accounts you have, so you
have access to the account number
and the bank’s contact information.
Also, make copies of a credit or debit
(Con nued on page 3)
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(Con nued from page 1)

card statement for the same
information. You want to be certain
you have access to your money in the
event of a disaster.
Income verification – In addition to
the tax statements, have copies of
recent pay stubs in your disaster kit so
you can provide proof of income if
needed.
Insurance information – All insurance
policies you have, including life, car,
homeowners and health insurance,
should be copied and placed in your
disaster prep kit. This will ensure you
can get coverage or file a claim even
when away from home.
Financial account numbers – Have
copies of statements from all bank or
credit union accounts you have, so you
have access to the account number
and the bank’s contact information.
Also, make copies of a credit or debit
card statement for the same
information. You want to be certain
you have access to your money in the
event of a disaster.
Income verification – In addition to
the tax statements, have copies of
recent pay stubs in your disaster kit so
you can provide proof of income if
needed.
Insurance information – All insurance
policies you have, including life, car,
homeowners and health insurance,
should be copied and placed in your
disaster prep kit. This will ensure you
can get coverage or file a claim even
when away from home.
Information about bills and obligations
– If you have obligations, like
mortgages, utility bills and loans, that
you need to pay monthly, make a copy
of the bill or statement to put into your

disaster kit. This will ensure that you
can access your account or the contact
information to keep current with your
payments.

disaster prep kit.
Naturalization
or
citizenship
documents – If you were not born in
the United States, make sure you get a
copy of your naturalization or
Legal Documents: Here are some citizenship papers for your disaster
important legal documents to copy for prep kit.
your disaster preparedness kit.
Medical Documents: Finally, make
sure you are prepared for the fact that
a disaster will likely involve the need
for medical care. Here are the medical
documents and proofs you will need in
your kit.
Insurance information – While it has
already been mentioned, it bears
repeating here. If you have medical
insurance, put a cop of your policy
numbers and your insurance card in
your kit, so you can get the appropriate
coverage in an emergency.
Immunization records – keep the
immunization records of your children
and pets in this kit, so you know what
they are protected against should you
have to evacuate.
Allergy information – if anyone has
serious allergies in your family, have a
record of this information in your kit.
Medications list – If anyone in your
family takes medications on a regular
basis, list the medications, doses and
the doctor who prescribed them, and
put this in your kit. Do not forget to list
medications for pets.
Crucial medical records – While you
cannot put all of your medical records
into your disaster prep kit for the sake
of space, you should include any
information about serious diagnosis or
procedures you have had done in the
past.

Will – If you have crafted a last will
and testament, put a copy of it into
your disaster preparedness kit. If you
have not created one, consider doing
so immediately.
Living will – A living will is a document
outlining the medical treatments you
wish to have or not have if you are
seriously injured or suffer a terminal
illness. The living will also names the
individual who is allowed to make
medical decisions when you cannot do
so for yourself.
Power of Attorney – A power of
attorney document provides someone
with the power to act on your behalf for
financial or legal concerns if you are
not able to do so, such as if you are
hospitalized in a coma.
Trust documents – If you have a trust,
make sure you have copies of all of the
documents relating to it.
Remember, in a serious emergency,
Titles and deeds to property you own
there is a high chance that someone
– From the car to your home, place
(Con nued on page 4)
copies of your titles and deeds in your
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(Con nued from page 3)

other than your regular doctor will be
taking care of your medical needs.
Make sure these professionals have
the tools they need to give you the
best possible care.

How to Store Documents in
Your Disaster Prep Kit: Finally,
take some time to plan how you will
store all of these documents.








Have in more than one place Keep paper copies as well as
computer backup disks in different
places to ensure you have the best
chance of grabbing the information
in a hurry. Consider storing some
of these documents in an off-site
location, like a security deposit
box.
Use a safe – Invest in a metal safe
that is both fireproof and
waterproof to store these
documents.
Keep them in a waterproof bag or
container – Put all of the
documents into a waterproof bag
or container you can grab in a
hurry, and keep it in a secure
place.
Store them near your kit – Store
these documents near your other
disaster prep supplies, so you do
not forget them when a disaster
strikes.

Preparing a disaster preparedness kit
is simply a wise choice. You have no
way of knowing when a potential
disaster will strike, and having the
supplies ready to go will keep your
family safe, financially secure and
stable during the difficult days ahead.
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Every year the
APWA Florida
Chapter recognizes
a Public Works
Director from a City
and a County who
had a positive impact
on their Departments
and Communities.
The Public Works
Director of the Year
is the only award of
it's kind reserved for
Directors and
intended to recognize leadership, innovation, community involvement, advocacy and service to our
profession. It is with great pride and excitement that this year's Public Works Director of the Year County goes to Keith Bryant for his dedication to Public Works during the Hurricane Michael
response and recovery. His hard work, leadership,
knowledge and persistence was invaluable to his
community this year as the Emerald Coast dealt with the
devastating effects of a Category 5 hurricane striking Bay
County. Our congratulations to Keith Bryant!

Deputy Assistant County A orney Jennifer Shuler
has become board cer ﬁed in City,
County and Local Government law.
In order to become cer ﬁed, Jennifer completed substan al
course work, submi ed a comprehensive
applica on, underwent peer review, and
passed a wri en examina on. Board
cer ﬁca on iden ﬁes lawyers who have
special knowledge, skill and proﬁciency in
a prac ce area, as well as a reputa on for
professionalism and ethics. Less than 1%
of Florida lawyers have achieved this
dis nc on.
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Kirt Winters, Mosquito Control Division,
began his career with Bay County Mosquito Control July 25th 1994 and wanted to learn
everything. His titles include...Larvacide
Supervisor and co-designer of the
division’s Mosquito Fish Habitat. The
program places minnows in abandoned
swimming pools throughout the county to
decrease the threat of mosquito-transmitted
diseases. Kirt also performs the barrier
treatments around all of the sports
complexes and parks in the county, working
with the Bay County School system
applying barrier treatments around their ball
fields and stadiums.
We thank him for his dedication
and diligence. He is a great asset
to Mosquito Control and to Bay
County.

Cynthia “Cindy” Thompson began her career with
Bay County and the Solid Waste Division in
February of 1999. She has performed the duties
of Solid Waste Weighmaster and has greeted
and served the countless thousands, perhaps
millions of customers that have crossed our
scales and utilized our facilities. She knows most
of them by name and most know her. She has
become the face of
the Solid Waste
Division and her
presence will be
missed.
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also covered, if they perform a function or activity on
behalf of or provide services to a covered entity that
involves access by the business associate to protected
health information.

Bay County is committed to
protecting the privacy of
patients who we treat or
transport. We are required by
law to maintain the privacy of
health information that could
reasonably be used to identify
patients, known as “protected
health information” or “PHI.”
Concern about privacy of
medical records was one of the factors that led to the
federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
of 1996 (HIPAA). The Privacy Rule deals with how a
provider’s workforce and agents behave when using or
disclosing data.
To ensure compliance with HIPAA, Bay County
Emergency Services appointed Ms. Brooke Powell as
the county’s compliance officer. A HIPAA compliance
officer monitors their organization’s compliance with
federal and state HIPAA rules and regulations. HIPAA
compliance officers are responsible for researching
available resources, and are trained to implement a total
compliance program that addresses the privacy, security,
and general compliance concerns of their organization.
Ms. Powell attended a week-long training academy in
Chicago to become familiar with the complexities of
HIPAA.
Ambulance services are health care providers. If an
ambulance service transmits health information
electronically, for instance as it bills Medicare or an
insurance company, it is a covered entity. Its business
associates (i.e., other internal county departments) are

The Office of Civil Rights has the discretion to impose
penalties on covered entities and business associates in
cases of violations due to willful neglect, instead of first
attempting to resolve the matter through informal means.
Penalties for HIPAA violations are significant. Ppenalties
for violations caused by willful neglect range from $10,000
to $50,000 per violation.
We treat all healthcare information about our patients with
care under strict policies of confidentiality that our staff is
committed to following at all times. If employees are privy
to PHI, please always consider the privacy of our citizens.
Do not email, post, or otherwise share PHI that could
identify our patients.
Health information is any information created or received
by a health care provider, which relates to:


past, present or future physical or mental health or
condition,



provision of health care, or



past, present or future payment for health care.

Some of this health information is individually identifiable
health information, if it is also:


individually identifiable, or



there is a reasonable basis to believe the information
can be used to identify the individual

If you have any questions about HIPAA compliance,
please contact Ms. Powell at bpowell@baycountyfl.gov.

Bay County...committed to protecting
personal health information.
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Beginners: Anyone who has a hang time
of less than 60 seconds. Spend 4
Minutes a day hanging. Not all at the
same time of course, but cumulative
throughout the day. Stick with Passive
hanging for now.
Intermediate/Advanced: Anyone who
has a hang time of greater than 60-90
seconds. Spend 7 Minutes a day hanging
(collectively). Use a variety of types if you
want or just passive hanging.

essence raising your rib cage and torso
vertically. DON'T BEND your arms, keep
them straight)
3- Dynamic Hanging: This is the more
advanced version of hanging that
involves a combination of both passive
and active hanging AND the addition of
momentum to initiate certain movements.
Swinging side to side, back and forth etc.
(Swinging side to side, forward, letting go
with 1 arm at a time etc. like a monkey)

*Time each hang and chart your progress 1-First and foremost, the benefits to
daily
shoulder, wrist, elbows and spine are
incredible.
How often do you see anyone at the gym
Promoting
just hanging? It’s almost non-existent in
increased range of
the gym and fitness in general, with the
motion and
exception of Gymnastics, Parkour, or
helping us to get &
maybe Rock Climbing, but it shouldn’t be!
keep our bodies in
Let’s take a look at what hanging is and
the condition and
some of the benefits.
usable form they
were designed to
be in. By hanging
Hanging, for the most part, is pretty
and allowing
straight forward; grab the bar and hang,
gravity to do its
suspending yourself, but let’s look at a
thing, we allow for
couple different types:
natural, safe and
effective lengthening of our spine (that
1- Passive Hanging: This is what
we compress all day and is under
most people would do if I said to hang.
constant pressure), stretch and tear of
It’s relaxed, deactivated, and has very
Fascia adhesions in our shoulders,
little muscular involvement. In general,
forearms, back, hands, and biceps (Good
this is the best beginner hang for most
thing!). Shoulders can quite often
people. (Hanging still, with your feet
become so restricted that simply
together arms shoulder width apart)
stretching your arms our overhead
2- Active Hanging: This is hanging,
becomes difficult or impossible. Try
but also involves scapular activation and standing against a wall,
muscular engagement. This is actually
back flat from your
more of a type of strength work for your
tailbone to your neck
upper back and scapula than it is just for and then put your arms
grip strength like a passive hang would
flat against the wall
be. (Same position as a passive hang,
overhead (Touching the
but squeeze your shoulders back/down
wall from your shoulders
and pull your shoulder blades together. In to your fingertips). This
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is a relatively basic position, but a LOT of
people are unable to do it. Why? Lack of
mobility from not doing it. Remember
being told “If you don’t use it ya’ lose it”…
well, it’s true. Scary true in fact. And it
goes for Shoulders, hips, knees, biceps,
joints, muscles, even your eyes and your
brain. Ok, I’m getting off track, back to
the benefits…
2- It’s the base for all pulling
exercises, including climbing and
other exercises. Hanging is fundamental
for all of them, just like being able to
stand is fundamental to walking or
squatting. How many men and women do
you know that are unable to do a single
pull-up. It’s very common. In fact, most
people are unable to hang for more than
just a few seconds.
3-Increased Grip Strength and
endurance. If you are unable to hold
your grip long enough to hold your body,
you limit yourself and your activities
severely. You will never reach overhead
and pull your body up and over or up and
across something if you are unable to
hold yourself first.
4-Theraputic mentally and physically.
As adults, we have become weaker and
weaker due to inactivity and our lack of
NEED to be as physical day to day. This
leads to physical fatigue, weakness, poor
blood flow, joint pains, decreased
mobility, spinal pain and weakness, sleep
problems, mental fatigue (which leads to
lack of concentration, injuries) etc.
Hanging every day is arguable one of the
easiest, most effective and safest ways to
improve a laundry list of issues we bring
on ourselves.
5- It’s fun and it creates a sense of
familiarity with yourself that directly
translates into a variety of other
exercises and activities.
-COACH JT

How To Schedule An Appointment (New Clients)
1) Click here: h ps://evolvewithjt.clientsecure.me/client_portal
2) Then click “I’m A New Client” and select the date and me you would like to book an
appointment. Then enter your name, email and phone number and click “Request Appointment”.
3) Within 24 hours check your email for a conﬁrma on of your appointment and click the link
provided to set up your client portal account. Then, just complete the new client paperwork,
which should only take a few minutes.
NOTE: Exis ng clients can schedule, reschedule or cancel all future appointments by visi ng the
client portal and clicking “exis ng client” and logging into their accounts.
If you have any ques ons please feel free to contact me directly at (850) 276-5343. And as always,
I’m available via text any me!
I Look forward to working with you!

-COACH JT
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Ronald C. Fountain

Shane P. Schmidt

Kathleen A. Anderson

Edward L. Hansen

Samuel White - EMS

Charlotte D. Foxworth

Kirt M. Winters

Bobby Birdsell - EMS

Ian M. P. Crelling

Howard A. Gouge

Laura Kerr - EMS

Tania L. Watts

Isaac G. Smith

Kenneth Brown - Roads & Bridges

Kelly A. Gray

Evelyn M. Tooley

William Robinson - Roads & Bridges

Marc R. Mackey

Terry W. Combs

Lindsey Wooden - EMS

Michael C. Cunningham Sean Lathrop

Tina Lunsford - 911

Robert J. Majka

Beulah M. Harrison

Steven D. Whiters

Cecilia P. James

Jeffery K. Davis

Peggy S. Langston

Zachary L. Prince

Taylor C. Smith

Jeffrey D. Tindell

Roger L. Fonte

Brandon A. Cook

Nancy A. Brockman

Cox, Suzanne S.

Teen Court

15

David M. Otte

Ronald F. Jones

Hoots, Carol B.

Bay County Library

15

Bradley T. Clark

Kevin G. Maxwell

Butler, Clifton L.

Roads & Bridges

15

Robert L. Johnson

Aurelie S. Hobbs

Smith, Willis L.

Roads & Bridges

15

Robert C. Baur

Futherell D. Goolsby

Winters, Kirt M.

Mosquito Control

25

Nathan S. Pennington

Manley R. Hatchell

French, Chris K.

EMS Division

35

Valerie W. Smith

Maranda P. Griffin

Tiffany N. Pippin

Abbie D. Beck

Walter F. Herndon

Rex E. Holmes

J W Caulk

Robert S. Coulthard

Charles D. Kendrick

Philip W. Griffitts

Timothy M. Thompson

Patricia T. Knox

Orville B. Sorrell

Johnathan A. Stukey

Michael A. Ashmore

Stephen B. Efird

Brenda S. Butcher
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JUST A TINY EXAMPLE OF THE SWEET PETS NEEDING A NEW HOME
For more adorable faces, go to:
h ps://www.baycountyﬂ.gov/150/Adop ons
The local PetSmart’s will give out a coupon book and some goodies for new adopters that take in their adoption packet to them.

Congratulations to Carol Hoots
of the Bay County Law Library
for the article in the
July/August issue of
Panama City Living
magazine. Carol is
the first and only law
librarian in Bay
County per the article
in the link below.

Photo taken from Panama City Living Magazine

h ps://panamacityliving.com/a-guiding-hand-through-the-maze-of-legalese/
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PanCare’s Mobile Medical & Dental Clinics
will provide free medical services at the
Community Resource Center
Medical: August 7th, 13th, 14th, 16th
Dental: August 13th, 16th, 19th, 23rd
When: 9:00 am – 4:00 pm
Where: Community Recovery Center
(Bay County Library)
898 West 11 Street Panama City, FL 32401

h ps://www.facebook.com/events/2359032724346628/
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BAY COUNTY
EMERGENCY SERVICES

We were overwhelmed by the love
shown to our firefighter
cancer survivor,
FF Morgan Cronk.

The turnout from #BCFR firefighters, both career and olunteer, #BCEMS, #BC911,
Panama City Beach Fire Rescue, Mexico Beach Fire, Springfield FD, and First2Aid
was incredible. To see Pier Park businesses, locals, and tourists come together
was heartwarming. To quote Sand Hills Volunteer Coordinator R. Lavery: “M.C., we
wish you a speedy recovery and miss you every shift!" Photo cred: Captain G. Moschella

Everyone is welcome,
no age, income, or
h ps://pancareﬂ.org/ loca on restric ons.
All services are
provided at no cost!
Walk-ins welcome, no
appointment needed.
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By Julie McConnell, UF/IFAS Extension
We spend a lot of time at the UF/IFAS Extension Office telling people
which chores they need to perform to get their lawns and landscapes
performing well, but sometimes we get to tell you to take a break. When it
comes to tree care nearly a year after Hurricane Michael, my best advice is
to sit back and relax and let nature take its course.
Hopefully, by now you are seeing a lot of new sprouts emerging from your
trees. Random growth along the trunks or large branches that are making
the tree look like something out of a Dr. Seuss book are common. Before you start thinking you need to
“shape up” that tree, let me tell you why you should step away from the chainsaw.
Trees create their own food and store carbohydrates for future use through the process of photosynthesis
which requires a large amount of surface area in the form of green leaves. Most of our trees lost or sustained
damage to leaves during or shortly after the storm, which reduced their photosynthetic ability. In order to
reestablish a balanced root to crown ratio trees need to replace leaves that can capture sunlight for
photosynthesis. Growing new leaves requires the use of stored energy in woody tissue (roots, branches,
trunk, etc.). However, due to broken branches, root damage, and heavy pruning during cleanup efforts their
stored carbohydrate reserves were greatly reduced. Thankfully, trees are resilient, and they will “spend
down” any available energy trying to get back to equilibrium. You are seeing this as random sprouts all over
trees – they are pushing out as many leaves as possible as quickly as they can to replace that energy
reserve. If you remove those suckers and sprouts you reduce the tree’s ability to replenish those stored
carbohydrates.
What about fertilizing? Isn’t that plant food? No. It is a common misperception that fertilizer “feeds” plants,
but that’s not correct. Fertilizer can provide nutrients that plants need if they are unable to obtain them from
the environment, but it is not feeding plants. Fertilizing storm damaged trees is counterproductive since the
tree must expend precious energy to process Nitrogen and other components, making the carbohydrate
deficiency more extreme.
So, what can you do to help your trees? Avoid any further stress such as damage to trunks, pruning,
fertilizing, driving or placing heavy items or digging in root zones. Allow the trees time to recover and balance
out the root to canopy ratio. Only remove dead or hazardous limbs, leaving as much living tissue as possible
for the next 6-12 months.
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Certificate of Completion
Participants completed 40
hours of Open Water Rescue
Training Including a 500 Meter
Swim in less than 10 Minutes
During the 2019 Open
Water Lifeguard
Academy
Wil Spivey, Instructor
BCFR participating
employees were:
FF Paul Hagan, EMT-B
FF/EMT-P Nick Dickenson
FF/EMT Morgan Cronk
Vol FF/EMT Danny Simmons
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“We oﬀer select maintenance meds—such as those
for blood pressure or diabetes—and an bio cs, free.
See which meds made our list, and don’t forget to
check out our $7.50 meds list for even more savings.”

Submitted by: Kim Barbaro-Roads & Bridges
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Environmental Health Dept.,
now located in the Govt Ctr,
has two new ESll employees:
Evelyn Moore and Caleb Horn

Go Online and Save Time
Express Lane service is now available through the Tax
Collector’s Office. Renew online before 3 PM and pick
up your renewal same day at the office location of your
choice- no wait! Renew online at
https://renewexpress.com/bay/renewals.
If you do need to visit the Tax Collector’s Office, take
advantage of joining the
line remotely. Download
the QLess Queuing App
to see the wait times at
each location, join the
line and receive text
message updates on
when to make your way
to the office.

With the huge rise in deer tick
populations and the spread of Lyme
disease, many friends of wildlife are
welcoming opossums into their yards.
Why?
Scientists
have
learned
that opossums act like little vacuum
cleaners when it comes to ticks – with a
single opossum hoovering up and
killing an estimated 5,000 ticks in a
season.
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“Almost three million acres of Panhandle
forestland felt the wrath of Hurricane
Michael,” explained Shelby. “The estimated
economic impact was over a billion dollars.
Most people would have been daunted by
the challenge, but Senator Gainer rose to
the occasion.”
For more information about the Association,
visit www.FloridaForest.org.

SENATOR GEORGE GAINER HONORED AS
FLORIDA FORESTRY ASSOCIATION
AND
FLORIDA FARM BUREAU’S
LEGISLATOR OF THE YEAR
The Florida Forestry Association announced today
that Senator George Gainer, R-Panama City, will be
honored as Legislator of the Year at its 2019 Annual
Meeting.
Association Executive Vice President Alan Shelby said,
“Senator Gainer has always been a strong advocate for all
aspects of Florida forestry,” Shelby noted. “This year he
went above and beyond to maximize awareness of the
continuing challenges the Panhandle faces after
Hurricane Michael.”

Each year, Florida Farm Bureau recognizes legislators
for their support of Florida agriculture and Farm Bureau’s
legislative agenda. This year Farm Bureau’s State Board
of Directors has voted to select Sen. George Gainer as
one of the organization’s Legislators of the Year.
In October 2018, Hurricane Michael ripped through Sen.
George Gainer’s district and devastated much of the
agricultural production in the area. Sen. Gainer tirelessly
worked to ensure that those communities and businesses
affected by the storm were not forgotten. He sponsored
bills to provide relief to the area and, as Chair of the
Finance and Tax Committee, played a key role in
successfully passing sales tax relief on materials used to
rebuild agricultural infrastructure.

July 2, 2019
This morning, I had the opportunity to
update the Bay County Commission on
federal disaster relief. Four weeks ago we
finally got disaster supplemental funding for
Hurricane Michael across the finish line. I
was able to secure crucial funding for the
rebuild of Tyndall Air Force Base and provide relief to our farmers. I will continue to work with Chairman Griffitts and the
Bay County Commission to ensure that the Panhandle get the funding it needs to rebuild.
Today, at the Bay County Commission meeting, Congressman Neal Dunn, M.D. provided an overview of items included
in the Disaster Relief Bill designed to bring much needed aid and recovery to Bay County and Northwest Florida. Some
items include:
- Funding to the Air Force to help repair damages to
Tyndall Air Force Base
- New Community Block Grant funding
- Funds to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to revitalize
coastal areas
- Aid to farmers to help cover crop losses
- Wildfire suppression efforts
https://www.facebook.com/DrNealDunnFL2/?tnstr=k%2AF
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REGISTER NOW

8/8/19 Bay County Sheriff's Office
3421 Hwy. 77, Panama City FL
For Reservations: Call 850 747 4700
9/5/19 Bay County Sheriff's Office
3421 Hwy. 77, Panama City FL
For Reservations: Call 850 747 4700
9/24/19 Senior Ctr of Bay Co aka Lyndell Ctr
423 Lyndell Lane, Panama City Beach FL
For Reservations: Call 850 236 3033
10/21/19 Callaway Recreation Center
500 E. Callaway Pkwy., Callaway, FL
For Reservations: Call 850 769 7522
10/31/19 Bay County Sheriff's Office
3421 Hwy. 77, Panama City FL
For Reservations: Call 850 747 4700
12/3/19 Senior Ctr of Bay Co aka Lyndell Ctr
423 Lyndell Lane, Panama City Beach FL
For Reservations: Call 850 236 3033
12/5/19 Bay County Sheriff's Office
3421 Hwy. 77, Panama City FL
For Reservations: Call 850 747 4700
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Garage kept & only 12000
plus miles.
Near mint condi on.
Lots of extras - light
bar, engine guard, grips,
sissy bar , etc.
4K or best oﬀer.
Anyone interested please
contact George Betz at
850-628-2185.

July 7th, 2019
Mike & Medelita
(Medy) Rose
This happy
couple couldn’t
be more lovely.
Best Wishes to
these lovebirds...
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